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To (77, whon, it inctly concern:
Be it known that I, LINCOLN UTT, a citizen
of the United States, residing at Lexington,
in the county of Lafayette and State of Mis
Souri, have invented a new and useful At
tachment for Guitars, of which the following
is a specification.
My invention relates to an attachment for
guital's and similar stringed instruments; and
it consists of a capo tasto constructed for
application to the neck of an ordinary guitar
and adapted to be adjusted longitudinally
thereon. With facility to change the pitch of the
Strings and thereby simplify the operation
of changing from One key to another in per
forming thereon.
The objects and advantages of this inven
tion Will appear in the following description,
and the novel features thereof will be par
ticularly pointed out in the appended claims.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective
View of an attachment embodying my inven
tion applied in the operative position to the
neck of a guitar. Fig. 2 is a Sectional view
of the same taken parallel with the axis of
the pressure-roll. Fig. 3 is a detail view of
the saddle inverted. Figs. 4 and 5 are detail
views of the clips which form the connections
between the extremities of the spring and
the trunnions of the pressure-roll.
Similar numerals of reference indicate cor

responding
parts in all the figures of the draw
lings.
The pressure-roll 1 is preferably of rubber
Or similar flexible and elastic or compressible
material, through which extends a core, axis,
or spindle 2 of spring wire or rod, whereby
the spindle and the body of the roll are
adapted to exert a yielding pressure upon
the strings. The extremities of the spindle
Ol' Core project beyond the ends of the roll
to form headed trunnions 3, which fit in slots 4
in the arms of the Saddle 5, said slots extend
ing to the extremities of the arms, whereby
45 after the saddle has been arranged in the
proper position beneath the neck of the in
strument the trunnions of the roll may be
dropped into the slots to bear with an even
pressure upon all of the strings. The inner
surface of the saddle is fitted with a lining 6
to bear upon the outer surface of the neck of
the instrument and avoid marring the same
as the attachment is moved longitudinally
upon the neck.
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The saddle is preferably constructed of 55
sheet metal bent into a segmental form to
extend around the Outer surface of the neck
of the guitar, and integral with the edges of
said saddle are the upstruck ears 7, arranged
at intervals and at transversely - opposite
points to form a seat S therebetween. Said
ears curve in Ward Or to Ward each other at

their extremities and are separated slightly
to provide for the application of the spring
9 without threading the latter between the
guides and the surface of the seat. The ears
7, which are located neal the extremities of
the Saddle, are made of greater area than
the ears 7 at the center of the saddle, where
by the former provide suitable finger-holds
for the pressure of the thumb and forefinger
of the hand which traverses the finger-board.
The object of this construction is to provide
for the adjustment of the capo tasto during
the performance upon the instrument without
causing unnecessary delay.
The spring above mentioned preferably
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consists of an endless rubber band, and the
connection between the looped extremities

thereof and the trunnions of the roller coin

prise clips 10 and 11, having slots 12 and 13
for engaging said trunnions, and hooks 14 for
engagement by the extremities of the band.
In applying the attachment to the neck of
a guitar the saddle is first placed thereunder,
with the slotted arms projecting upwardly
above the plane of the finger-board. The
roller is then dropped into place upon the
strings, with the trunnions thereof engaging
the slots in the arms of the saddle. The clip
11, having the closed slot 13, is then engaged
Over one of the trunnions of the roller with
the extremity of the Spring attached to its
hook, and, finally, the spring is stretched
longitudinally along the seat of the Saddle,
and the clip 10 at the other end thereof is en
gaged with the opposite trunnion of the roller,
said clip 10 having the open or bayonet slot 12
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to provide for lateral engagement with said
trunnion.

The construction of the device is such as to

allow the tuning of the strings to proceed in
the ordinary manner without interference,
and it is preferable to tune the instrument
with the roller of the attachment above the
upper most fret, the strings being tuned to the
desired pitch and at the usual intervals. In
order to avoid complicated fingering when
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other keys remote from that to Which the
may be moved longitudinally upon the neck
to stop the strings at any desired fret. The
movement of the attachment from One fret
to the next in either direction changes the
pitch of all of the strings either upward or
downward the interval of a Semitone.
The construction of the attachment, fur
O thermore, is such as to adapt it for movement
with facility to the desired fret to change the
pitch or key of the performance without inter
rupting or unnecessarily delaying the same.
A further special advantage of the construc
IS tion resides in the fact that after the strings
of the instrument have been tuned the capo
tasto may be applied without changing the
relative pitch of the strings, the saddle be
ing first placed under the neck of the instru
ment and the roller being dropped lightly
upon the Springs in the position which it is
to occupy when in use, the final attachment
of the clips to the trunnions being accom
plished Without any movement of the roller
25 other than a slight pressure.
The transverse resilient or yielding quality
of the roller, by reason of its flexible core or
center and yielding body or surface, is the
most important feature of the improved at
tachment, in that it enables it to pass over a
fret either transversely or at a slight angle,
due to the carelessness upon the part of the
performer, without throwing any of the strings
Out of tune. In other Wolds, the roller is
adapted to yield to suit, the positions of the
strings and can be moved to any desired point
on the neck of the instrument without inter
fering with the relative pitch of the several
strings. Also, it is now the practice to con
struct guitars and similar instruments with
transversely-convexed ?inger-boards, where
by the center or intermediate strings project
out beyond the plane of the side strings, thus
making useless a transversely-non-yielding
45 device of the class to which my invention be
longs. On the other hand, the transversely
resilient or yielding roller adapts itself to the
transverse curvature of the finger-board or
the relative disposition of the strings, and
hence the pressure upon the strings is uni
form, irrespective of the amount of curva
ture. In other Words, the improved capo tasto
is adapted for use upon either flat or convexed
finger-boards and is capable of performing its

said roll having a yielding surface and being
out its length between the terminal points of
connection with the saddle, Substantially as 7 O
specified.
2. In a capo tasto, the combination With a
saddle adapted to be fitted to slide upon the
neck of an instrument, of a pressure-rolltel
minally mounted upon the saddle to bear 75
upon the strings, said roll having a yielding
surface, and a yielding or ?lexible core or
spindle extending continuously therethrough
to provide for transverse flexion of the roll
between its points of support, Substantially So
as specified.
3. In a capotasto, the combination of a Sadl
dle adapted to be mounted to slide upon the
neck of an instrument and having slotted
arms arranged at the extremities thereof, a 85
pressure-roll constructed of rubber to form a
yielding surface and having a continuous
spring-metal core or spindle extending ax
ially therethrough and adapted to yield lat
erally with the body of the roll, the spindle 9 O
or core being extended beyond the extremi
ties of the body of the roll to fit in the slots
in the arms of the saddle, and a spring seated
upon the saddle and terminally connected to
the trunnions, substantially as Specified.
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4. In a capo tasto, the combination of a Sad
dle having longitudinally-slotted arms, the
slots extending to the extremities of the arms,
a pressure-roll having terminal trunnions to
fit in said slots and adapted to be dropped IOO
thereinto after the arrangement of the saddle
in contact with the undel' surface of the neck
of an instrument, to avoid disarranging the
tuning of the strings, said trunnions being
headled, a spring seated upon the saddle, and
clips connected to the extremities of the
spring to engage the trunnions of the roll,
one of said clips having a closed slot to en
gage one of the trunnions and the other clip
having a laterally-open bayonet-slot to pro O
vide for lateral engagement with the other
trunnion, substantially as specified.
5. In a capo tasto, the combination of a sad
dle having an exterior seat and provided with
upstruck ears 7 and 7" extending inwardly I I5
over the seat, the extremities of opposite
ear's being Spaced apart, a pressure-l'oll mount
ed at its trunnions in longitudinal slots in
the extremities of the saddle, and a spring
arranged in the seat and adapted to be intro
duced between the contiguous cxtremities of
the opposite ears without threading, said
spring being terminally connected to the
trunnions of the roll, substantially as speci
fiedl.
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In testimony that I claim the foregoing as
my own I have hereto affixed my signature in
the presence of two witnesses.

strings are tuned are desired, the attachment constructed to yield transversely through

55 functions under the named conditions of use.

Various changes in the form, proportion,
and the minor details of construction may be
resorted to without departing from the spirit
or Sacrificing any of the advantages of this
invention.
IIaving described my invention, what I
claim is
1. In a capotasto, the combination of a sad
dle adapted to be fitted to slide upon the neck
of an instrument, and a pressure-roll mounted
upon said Saddle to bear upon the strings,

Witnesses:

WM. T. CHILES,

ti. C. WALLACE,

LINCOILN UT,

